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t̄t charge asymmetry at the LHC

Slight central-forward difference in
rapidity between top quarks and
antiquarks in t̄t production at the LHC,
quantified as

AC = N(|yt |>|yt̄ |)−N(|yt |<|yt̄ |)
N(|yt |>|yt̄ |)+N(|yt |<|yt̄ |)

Arising from interference effects among
QCD diagrams at NLO
(qq̄ initiated production)

Diluted at the LHC owing to the large
fraction of gluon-gluon initiated t̄t
events

AC > 0

Asymmetries exhibit kinematic dependence, enhanced in BSM

Sensitivity of AC to EFT coefficients complementary to cross section
measurements

Enhanced asymmetries expected in t̄t +X production (effects already at LO)
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Measurements of AC in t̄t production [arXiv:2208.12095]

Using t̄t events in the single-lepton and dilepton decay
channels

Single-lepton channel: events divided in 4 regions –
resolved/boosted events with exactly 1 b-tagged jet or at
least 2b-tagged jets

Top quarks reconstructed using a BDT (resolved) or

requiring at least 1 large-R top-tagged jet (boosted)

Dilepton channel: resolved events, events divided by
lepton flavour (eµ, ee+µµ) and number of b-tagged jets

Reconstruction based on neutrino weighting method

Measuring top quark asymmetry AC and lepton charge
asymmetry (DL)

Aℓℓ
C = N(∆|ηℓℓ|>0)−N(∆|ηℓℓ|<0)

N(∆|ηℓℓ|>0)+N(∆|ηℓℓ|<0)

∆|ηℓℓ| = |ηℓ+ | − |ηℓ− |
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Asymmetry measurements at parton level

∆|y | (∆|η|) distributions
corrected to parton level using
Fully Bayesian Unfolding
approach

AC measured inclusively and
differentially as a function of
mt̄t, p t̄t

T , β
t̄t
z in the dilepton,

lepton+jets channel and
simultaneously

Aℓℓ
C measured inclusively and

differentially as a function of
mℓℓ, pℓℓ

T , βℓℓ
z .

Post-fit ∆|y | in l+jets resolved regions
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Inclusive AC : combination vs individual channels

Non-zero excess of AC measured with 4.7 σ significance

AC =0.0068±0.0015

Precision limited by stat. uncertainties and signal modelling

AC compared with SM prediction and with 2 different values of Wilson coefficient C 8
tu

Post-marg. (pre-marg.) impact ×100

𝑡𝑡 modelling 0.06 (0.08)
𝑡𝑡 normalisation (flat prior) 0.02
Background modelling 0.04 (0.05)
Monte Carlo statistics 0.05
Small-𝑅 JES 0.03 (0.03)
Small-𝑅 JER 0.03 (0.03)
Large-𝑅 JES, JER 0.01 (0.01)
Leptons, 𝐸miss

T 0.02 (0.03)
𝑏-tagging eff. 0.01 (0.01)
Pile-up, JVT, luminosity 0.01 (0.01)

Statistical uncertainty 0.10

Total uncertainty 0.15
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Differential AC and Aℓℓ
C : combination of channels

Asymmetries show kinematic dependence

Results compatible with the SM prediction
(Phys. Rev. D 98 (2018) 014003, Phys. Rev. D 86 (2012) 034026)
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Further exploiting asymmetries: t̄t + jet

Charge asymmetry at LO in qg t̄t +jet
events

Probes degrees of freedom difficult to access
in inclusive t̄t

Unique sensitivity to color/chiral structure in
4-fermion SMEFT operators

High top quark pT: EFT effects in boosted
regime
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Further exploiting asymmetries: t̄t + jet [EPJC 82 (2022) 374]

Event selection: l+jets t̄t events in
boosted regime (phad.t

T > 350 GeV) +
hard extra jet (pT > 100 GeV)

Energy asymmetry extracted at particle
level using max. likelihood unfolding
(FBU) in three bins of the scattering
angle of the associated jet

AE = −0.043± 0.020

SM: AE = −0.037± 0.003

Precision limited by statistical uncertainties

∆E = Et − Et̄
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EFT interpretation: t̄t asymmetries

Combined results interpreted in the
SMEFT framework

Inclusive and differential results vs mtt̄

used to constrain SMEFT individually
and in pairs

Constraint from the differential
measurement: factor >2 stronger
than the one from inclusive
measurement (sensitivity increases
with mtt̄)

Help to disentangle blind directions in
global SMEFT fits
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EFT: charge asymmetry vs energy asymmetry

Energy asymmetry measurement complementary to AC measurement, probe blind directions
of AC measurement

Showing example limits on color-octet operators:
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t̄t charge asymmetry in tt̄γ

Enhanced asymmetry in tt̄γ production compared to tt̄

Larger fraction of qq̄ initiated processes

Dominant LO EW contribution to AC : interference between QED initial- and
final-state radiation in t̄tγ production

Expecting AC < 0

Asymmetry depends on phase space, -(1-2)%

Cross section is much smaller than t̄t → need efficient background discrimination
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First measurement of AC in tt̄γ [ATLAS-CONF-2022-049]

Select events passing lepton+jets t̄t selection
and exactly one high-pT, isolated photon

Data-driven estimate of background processes
with fake objects, e.g. e → γ, jet → γ

Neural network to discriminate tt̄γ production
from all types of backgrounds

ONN = 0.6 used to divide the events into
two regions
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First measurement of AC in tt̄γ
Reconstruct top quark pairs to define yt , yt̄ (photon not part of the decay products)

Maximum-likelihood unfolding performed simultaneously to |yt | − |yt̄ | in the two
regions defined by the NN output discriminant
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AC = −0.006± 0.030

[±0.024(stat)± 0.018(syst)]

NLO SM tt̄γ: AC = −0.014± 0.001 (scale)

Dominated by stat. uncertainty in the data

Total uncertainty 0.030
Statistical uncertainty 0.024
MC statistical uncertainties

tt̄γ production 0.004
Background processes 0.008

Modelling uncertainties

tt̄γ production modelling 0.003
Background modelling 0.002
Prompt background normalisation 0.003

Experimental uncertainties

Jet and b-tagging 0.010
Fake lepton background estimate 0.005

E
miss
T 0.009

Fake photon background estimates 0.004
Photon 0.003
Other experimental 0.004
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First measurement of AC in tt̄W [ATLAS-CONF-2022-062]

First search for the leptonic charge
asymmetry with tt̄W , in the 3ℓ final
state

BDT to select correct even lepton
(71% accuracy)

Requirements on number of jets,
b-tagged jets imposed to define signal
regions

[From M. Miralles]

Main backgrounds are constrained in enriched CRs

Prompt leptons from tt̄Z : require pair of leptons compatible with Z candidate
Non-prompt lepton from heavy flavour decays: split in the flavour of the softest
lepton
Non-prompt lepton from photon conversion: select electrons originating from
photon conversions
C. Diez Pardos LHCTOPWG 14/19



tt̄W Aℓℓ
C at reconstruction level

Profile likelihood fit based on the event yields in each region + CRs to extract Aℓℓ
C

10 free-floating parameters extracted simultaneously
Bkg. normalisation factors split in ∆η ≷ 0 to avoid biases by data asymmetries

Aℓ
C = −0.123± 0.136(stat)± 0.051(syst)

Aℓ
C SM = −0.084+0.005

−0.003 (scale)± 0.006 (MC stat) [Sherpa]

Systematic uncertainty dominated by tt̄Z and tt̄W modelling
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tt̄W Aℓℓ
C at reconstruction level

Post-fit distributions in the CRs and µ for the different bgs and measured asymmetry
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tt̄W Aℓℓ
C at particle level

Unfolding based on a profile-likelihood
approach

Measurement at particle level in a fiducial
phase space close to the reco. level selection

Lepton-top association is based on mlb

discriminant (instead of BDT)

Aℓ
C = −0.112± 0.170(stat)± 0.055(syst)

Aℓ
C SM = −0.063+0.007

−0.004 (scale)±0.004 (MC stat)

[Sherpa NLO]
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Summary

Charge asymmetries predicted to be non-zero in SM and grow with
energy/angle, enhanced in BSM

Results interpreted in the SMEFT framework

Energy asymmetry - unique sensitivity to SMEFT

Leptonic asymmetry - sensitive to top quark polarisation

Achieved evidence for non-zero charge asymmetry in t̄t events

Studying for the first time AC in topologies with additonal bosons →
challenging measurements

Results consistent with SM but with large and dominant statistical uncertainties
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Back up
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t̄tγ processes

Several processes contribute to t̄tγ final states

t̄tγ production (radiative top production) - signal: 2 → 3 processes includes interference of

ISR (from incoming partons) and FSR from a virtual top quark (main QED contribution to

AC ). Final state top quarks on-shell, while the photon is from the production vertex

(off-shell top quark).

Both LO EW and NLO QCD interferences in quark initiated processes

t̄tγ decay (radiative top decay) - background: photon radiation arises from on-shell top

quarks or top quark decay products

NLO QCD interferences (t̄t)
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